
Q1 Please share your thoughts about this design.
Answered: 16 Skipped: 0

# RESPONSES DATE

1 The design is disappointing. The designers have not been particularly thoughtful about the site or
public input. They frequently mention the volume of comments in order to set aside any particular
comment they hear from the public that might make them seriously consider their design anew. As
far as I can see they are proceeding with the design that shows very little benefit from the input
they received. The design lacks imagination. The park design should create a hill substantial
enough to mask the traffic along Tazewell Street and the Harris Teeter loading docks. The hill
should be located on the Tazewell side in the northwest corner of the park. Foliage is not
adequate. It needs to be done with topography. There is zero acknowledgment of the cultural
history of this site. The site had the last house built on the block--the Spitzer Residence built in
1960, which is now the only single family detached residence on the block. It is being demolished
for this park. There needs to be a sensitive design acknowledgment of the passing of single family
detached residences in this part of Arlington. Permitting the foundation of the house to register in
the park design would be help accomplish this task heritage and of cultural memory. The site does
not seem to take on the role of sequestering run off of all the impervious surfaces that this
development is creating. It will seemingly do little to mitigate the flooding that we have seen in the
immediate area of this site during heavy rains. There has been no serious effort to change the
APAH fence line at the springs in order to permit the two majestic willow oaks to share the
viewshed at the Thomas Street entry to the park. These trees should be, through creative design,
brought together at the entry of the park while working to continue access to the Springs and
maintaining the Springs tot lot. The park itself is a fig leaf on a development that exceeds the units
per acre of the existing block by 30% and make little serious design effort to blend 732 new units
into block that already has 838 units. The park is a fig leaf on cutting down a huge amount of tree
canopy across the site including handsome and mature existing trees along the boundary.

10/7/2019 7:51 PM

2 I concur with all of these comments below: A major theme of this park is laudatory: “A focus on
environmental stewardship.” However, the final overall design concept for the park is severely
flawed. If not changed, the design will serve as an outstanding example of poor environmental
stewardship. The park will be a costly failure. About three quarters of the park’s space will be
devoted to non-biophilic uses. Areas containing artificial structures, surfaces, pavement and
mowed grass will surround park users. These areas will overwhelm the “Pollinator Meadow Zone”,
the “Woodland Zone” and other supposedly environmentally-friendly park features. The park will
not create an enjoyable experience for many users, nor will it be environmentally- friendly. The
introduction to the section entitled “Surfacing Strategy” states: “The hard landscape materials
support the park's natural character.” This is not correct. Regardless of the type of hard landscape
materials, any such materials decrease the park’s natural character. The park needs to contain
fewer hard surfaces than are presently planned to in order to increase the park’s natural character.
The main curving trail will be much too wide. The trail will occupy approximately half of the width of
the narrow part of the park that is near N. Thomas Street. Relatively little of that part of the park
will actually serve its purpose as a “Woodland Zone”. Instead, that part of the park will resemble a
transportation corridor that is bordered by trees, shrubs and ground cover. Further, paved
surfaces, such as paved trails, contribute to stormwater runoff and the pollution of streams and
rivers, regardless of whether the surfaces are “permeable” or “impermeable”. The section of the
main trail traveling through the “Woodland Zone” is only lightly curved. Cyclists and people illegally
using electric scooters will travel along it at high speeds, disrupting the activities of any people that
may be trying to view natural elements within the narrow surrounding “Woodland Zone”. The
sounds of dogs barking in the nearby dog run will also disrupt the tranquility of the more central
portion of the “Woodland Zone”. The main trail needs to be narrowed, especially in the area near
N. Thomas Street. The trail must be no wider than that needed to comply with the requirements of
the American Disabilities Act. The trail can contain small “bumpouts” with seating for people who
wish to relax and contemplate nature. The wider portion of the park (closer to the “Internal Access
Street’) will be even less environmentally-friendly and less viewable than will be the narrower
portion of the park near North Thomas Street. The mowed lawn and the dog run will visually
overwhelm the much narrower pollinator areas that will surround the lawn. They will also visually
overwhelm the new trees and shrubs that will occupy other nearby areas. The lawn will require
frequent mowing. This will contribute to air pollution, energy usage and stormwater runoff. The
nearby wide paved main trail and more narrow internal trail will create more runoff, encourage
littering and will be unsightly. Near all County parks that are not within woodlands contain grassy
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littering and will be unsightly. Near all County parks that are not within woodlands contain grassy
lawn areas. Although intended for “casual uses”, few people actually use the lawns for any
purpose. Anyone can see this when they visit such parks, as the lawns are usually vacant.
Frequently mowed lawns support few types of wildlife. Few species of birds, butterflies and other
insects find habitat in mowed lawns. When lawns are near paths, trails and streets, they
accumulate trash if not cleaned frequently. Mowing and removing trash from lawns increase
maintenance costs. In heavily urbanized areas such as Ballston, lawns in parks are a waste of
valuable open space. Further, the nearby Mosaic Park will contain a large lawn that will be within a
quarter of a mile from this park. Very few people will therefore visit this park to use the lawn.
Although the size of the lawn was larger in the two initial design concepts than in the present
(final) design concept, the lawn is still too large. Because of the large lawn that Mosaic Park and
other nearby County parks (including Henry Wright Park and the Lubber Run Community Center
park) will contain, a lawn in this park will serve no useful purpose. It is neither desirable nor useful.
The lawn will be in a sunny area. Many pollinator plants require the sunlight that will shine on the
lawn. Despite this, the pollinator plantings that will surround the meadow will be narrow and will not
occupy much space. They will not significantly help populations of monarch butterflies, honeybees
and other pollinator species that Arlington’s development has displaced. As far as I am aware,
nobody that responded to the initial concept designs expressed support for a lawn or a similar type
of “casual use” space. The retention of the lawn in the final design concept therefore does not
appear to have been responsive to public comments. Instead, it appears to have resulted from a
wide-spread but outdated tradition that park designers continue to maintain. Therefore, replace the
lawn with pollinator plants. People visiting the park will then be able to see many butterflies and
other pollinators. They will see few such insects and birds if the concept plan is not changed to
eliminate the lawn. The dog run will occupy a substantial portion of the central section of the park.
The dog’s barking will disturb other park visitors and perhaps residents of both the new
apartments and the existing ones that border the park. The noise may contribute to the turnover of
tenants and a decrease in property values. This is likely, because the owners of each of the
existing nearby apartment buildings prohibit tenants from owning dogs. The dog run will be
environmentally unfriendly. Dog urine can poison nearby plants. The surface will be largely
impermeable. The area will not host insects or birds. The plans for the Harris Teeter site show a
planned dog run in the area between the new development and the Ballston Crest townhouses
along N. Thomas Street. Although a number of respondents to the survey on the initial design
concepts for the Public Space supported a dog park, there is no need to construct two separate
dog runs that are within a very short distance from each other. The space to be occupied by the
dog run can be used for more environmentally-friendly purposes, such as a rain garden, trees or a
pollinator habitat. This would be preferable to a use of a space for a dog run that would duplicate
one that the developer will construct nearby. The “Urban Zone” will contain a paved entry plaza
with tables and chairs. There is no need for such a plaza, as the adjacent development has much
pavement and can accommodate tables and chairs. The paved entry plaza will greatly detract from
the park’s natural character, as it is not natural. Further, the plaza’s paved surface will increase
stormwater runoff. Replace the plaza with a natural type of entry feature. This could an arbor
containing a native flowering vine such as trumpet creeper or a vine that produces edible fruit,
such as a seedless grape vine. A nearby picnic area within the “Urban Zone” will contain tables
and benches, rather than natural features. There is no need to have two nearby areas with tables
and seating. Remove the picnic area from the design if the paved plaza remains. This will increase
the area available for trees, pollinator plants and other natural features. The “Nature Walk” will
feature a “shade structure”. This structure should be contain a natural element. The shade
structure can be an arbor covered by a native flowering vine, such as trumpet creeper. Any public
art object should feature a natural element. The feature can be an imaginative topiary or a
sculptured trellis containing one or more types of flowering plants. All plantings should support
pollinators. This includes trees, shrubs and forbs. Oaks, sassafras, black cherry, tulip tree and are
among the best of the trees. Oaks (Quercus sp.) host more species of native insects than do any
other trees that are native to Northern Virginia. Sasasfrass (Sassafras albidum), which is
disappearing from Arlington, is one of the few plants that host the larvae of Spicebush Swallowtail
butterflies, whose populations are decreasing in Arlington. It is important to replace these trees.
Black cherry (Prunus serotina) hosts the larvae of the Tiger Swallowtail butterfly. It also hosts the
larvae of the Cecropia moth (Hyalophora cecropia) and the Promethea Silkmoth (Callosamia
promethea), which are large Saturniids that are disappearing from Arlington. Before the present
Harris Teeter store was constructed about 20 years ago, many black cherry trees grew on its site.
Tulip tree (Liriodendron tulipifera) hosts the larvae of Tiger Swallowtail butterflies and other native
butterflies and moths. All ornamental trees should produce edible nuts or fruits. Many people enjoy
harvesting these. Such fruits and nuts include plum, pear, cherry, and Chinese chestnut. Signage
should indicated that these fruits and nuts are edible. Forbs that attract many pollinators include
Bee Balm, Cone Flower, Black Eyed Susan, Joe Pye Weed, and various milkweed species,
among others. Milkweed, which Monarch butterfly larvae require, are especially important, as
Monarch populations are drastically declining. Common milkweed (Asclepias syriaca) is the only
milkweed species thaat survives well in Arlington. The park should contain many A. syriaca
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milkweed species thaat survives well in Arlington. The park should contain many A. syriaca
plantings. Butterfly weed (A. tuberosa) is attractive, but does not host Monarch caterpillars.
Further, other plants often displace it. The park should not contain it. The “Woodland Zone” should
contain shade-tolerant pollinator plants and nothing else other than trees. The plants in that zone
and in the “Pollinator Zone” should be of species that will together produce flowers throughout the
entire growing season. The park should not contain any ornamental grasses or other types of low
vegetation that do not support pollinators. Such types of plants are often aggressive and displace
plants that support pollinators. A large ornamental Kwanzan cherry tree is presently growing on the
park site in front of the house on North Thomas Street, which the developer plans to demolish.
The present concept design shows that the main paved trail will occupy the spot on which the tree
is growing. If a County arborist determines that the tree is in good health, retain the tree and
protect it during demolition of the house. Park maintenance personnel often lack the training to
manage pollinator habitats. They often consider plants that are not presently flowering to be
“weeds” and therefore remove them. They can destroy pollinator areas within a few years. As the
developer will maintain the park, a site plan condition must require the park maintenance
personnel to be trained in the identification and management of the plant species that the park will
contain. To prevent the growth of invasive shrubs and vines, pollinator plantings need to be mowed
once a year outside of the growing season. Mowing should occur during the late winter or early
spring (March and early April), after the plants have distributed their seeds. They should receive
no other maintenance by untrained personnel, as this is the greatest threat to such plantings. In
summary, as presently planned, the Harris Teeter Public Space will fail to achieve its main stated
purpose: “A focus on environmental stewardship”. The “final” concept design should therefore be
changed to: Reduce the widths of all paths to the minimum required by the American Disabilities
Act, adding bump-outs where appropriate. Reduce to a minimum or remove all other paved areas
within the park. Replace the paved entry plaza with a natural feature, such as an arbor containing
flowering plants. If the entry plaza is retained, remove the redundant “picnic area” because it would
also contain tables and seating. Enlarge the pollinator area by removing the planned lawn.
Remove the dog run. It will duplicate a similar dog run that, according to the site plan, the
developer will construct on a nearby part of the Harris Teeter site. Incorporate living natural
elements into the shade structure and any public art. Assure that all ornamental trees will produce
edible fruits and nuts and will be accompanied by signage that states that these are edible. Assure
that all plantings of trees, shrubs, forbs and other vegetation be of species that support pollinators,
especially honeybees and monarch butterflies. Retain and protect the Kwansan cherry tree that is
growing in front of the building on N. Thomas Street that the developer plans to demolish. Assure
that a site plan condition requires the developer to certify that park maintenance personnel will
receive training in the identification of all plants added to the site and to properly manage pollinator
areas.

3 Awful, just awful. Overall design could not be any uglier. 10/7/2019 1:27 AM

4 Dog run admitting existing residents is foolhardy with noise of barking issues so oppose that being
included here. Should have been part of Mosiac plan. Otherwise like design option 2

10/6/2019 7:02 PM
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5 There is not enough natural space and too much pavement, mowed grass and artificial surface in
this design. The design for this “Public Space” is not consistent with established Arlington County
policies and plans. Because of this inconsistency, it should not be a “final design”. Arlington County
needs to use all of its public spaces to restore the natural habitats that the County's development
has destroyed and is continuing to destroy. This is especially important in Ballston, where this
public space is located. In 2016, the Arlington County Board proclaimed June 21 as "Monarch
Pledge Day" (see https://countyboard.arlingtonva.us/monarch-pledge-day/). The proclamation
stated: "WHEREAS, Arlington County is joining other municipalities in participating in the National
Wildlife Federation’s Monarch Pledge to create habitat and educate citizens about how they can
support monarchs and other pollinators at home ;... ". In addition, the 2019 Public Spaces Master
Plan contains on page 98 a "Priority Action" that calls for the preservation and creation of unique
terrestrial habitat, including meadows and pollinator areas (see
http://arlingtonparks.us/psmp/main/mobile/index.html). Despite these official county policies, the
design for this Public Space contains only three small pollinator areas that will be located near a
much larger oval "multiuse lawn area". That "multiuse" lawn, which will be frequently mowed, will
will support few, if any pollinators and other types of wildlife. Arlington County has many mowed
lawns on private properties and within its parks, street medians and other public spaces. The
Mosaic Park and renovated Lubber Run Community Center, which will both open nearby in 2020
will contain large mowed lawn areas when completed. Most of the area within Henry Wright Park,
which presently exists nearby, is a mowed lawn. There is absolutely no reason for the Harris
Teeter Public Space to contain a yet another mowed lawn, as larger lawns will already exist in
nearby public spaces when the Harris Teeter Public Space opens. The area surrounding the
Public Space will have an abundance of mowed lawns that will be available for public use at that
time. Further, there is no reason for the Harris Teeter Public Space to contain a dog run, which will
have an artificial surface. The site plan for the Harris Teeter redevelopment project shows that
another dog run will be be constructed near the edge of the site that borders the Ballston Crest
townhouses on N. Thomas Street. There is no need to have two dog runs located near each other
within the same site. In addition, there is no need for a paved entry plaza near the "Interior Street"
(a planned extension of N. Tazewell Street). The Harris Teeter project will contain many paved
surfaces near the Public Space. At least one on these will contain tables, chairs and other
amenities that are shown in the design for the entry plaza in the Public Space. There is no need
for any such amenities within the public space, just as there is no need for an "urban zone" within
the Public Space. The design should therefore be changed to replace the paved entry plaza, the
lawn area and the dog run with one or more meadows and pollinator habitats. This will support the
"Priority Action" within the Public Space Master Plan referenced above. To support the County
Board's "Monarch Pledge", these areas should contain plantings of milkweed. This is the only type
of plant on which monarch butterflies can reproduce. The County has lost much of the milkweed
that it had in the past; this must be replaced to restore monarch butterfly populations. The
"woodland" near N. Thomas Street should contain shade-tolerant plants that support pollinators.
There are many such species of plants. To maximize pollinator areas, the Public Space should not
contain any plantings of grasses or other types of plants that do not require pollination by insects
or birds. The paved paths through the Public Space are too wide. Because of the size and location
of the Public Space (which open to a neighborhood street, N. Thomas Street), these paths will
receive little use and will have little pedestrian and bicycle traffic. To create green space and to
increase the area in the Public Space available for meadow and pollinator habitats, the widths of
these paths need to be minimized. A prominent natural feature, rather than a paved plaza, should
serve as an entry to the Public Space from the "Interior Street". This can be a trellis contain
flowering plants or a work of public art with natural elements. In summary, redesign the Public
Space to make it consistent with official County policies and plans. Replace the pavement,
frequently mowed areas and artificial surfaces with meadow and pollinator habitats, except for the
minimum amount of pavement need to provide access to the Public Space and to the "interior
street".

10/6/2019 6:40 PM

6 Much improved from initial proposals. There is still a lot packed into a small space, and I am
doubtful that it can all work and look good. A water feature, for example, a fountain would be a
welcome addition.

10/6/2019 2:44 AM

7 Another bow to big developers with high density plans. A small park hidden in the back of the
development provides little relief from greater density and less parking (given the proposed
modification) that will be available for residents and visitors at the shopping center.

10/5/2019 3:45 AM
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8 There are too many components proposed for this park. Way too busy, and most of the features
will not be used or are offered in other surrounding parks. This should be a simple linear park that
connects the neighborhood to Harris Teeter, Ballston Commons, and the Metro. I support the
general layout of the walkway and nature walk paths but not the abundance of structures. Also,
and most importantly this is not a large enough park to support a Dog Park (and this is coming
from a dog owner/lover). There is absolutely no way that pet owners will contain their pets to the
designated area (7). If a dog run is included, pets will quickly take over the entire space. Again,
very bad idea.

10/4/2019 10:02 AM

9 The plants seem appropriate. There will probably be more shade than light back there, but who
knows until the buildings are in place? Meandering walk is better than the alternative, so I prefer
Option 2 layout. I didn't see where a "dog run" would fir there and, to be honest, that's the one
feature that will prove the most problematic over time. Book that! Issues of pet waste, water
contamination, noise, interaction with wild life, etc.

10/4/2019 8:18 AM

10 This is generally pretty good - would recommend a couple of things to make this more desirable.
First, this is not just a park, but also a method of accessing grocery store from west of glebe for
those on foot or bike. The line of sight from Thomas St to that should be important. Right now, it is
a winding path on both sides - perhaps consider straightening. Secondly, I think this is pretty good
but would limit any grass that is unprogrammed - huge waste of space.

10/4/2019 7:43 AM

11 Like it. The more shrubbery and trees the better. Particularly happy about the dog run. 10/4/2019 7:17 AM

12 Please put the new park and private space between the new buildings and the Hyde Park
Condominium. Thanks, James R. Bassett.

9/30/2019 10:28 AM

13 Too much included for so little space. Remember there are other parks/playground around.
Educational “room” unlikely to be even noticed. If they are costfree, fine but otherwise forget them
. Lighting as suggested by someone? More thought should gi into avoiding clashes between
pedestrians (of various kinds including in wheel chairs, with baby buggies, with dogs), cyclists,
scooters and other non traditional transport. Maybe allow vehicles to pass through but with riders
dismounted. Signs, fines and some sort of barrier to dissuade from riding through. There are ways
to do that and still allow wheelchairs

9/30/2019 4:22 AM

14 "A major theme of this park that can be found throughout the space is a focus on environmental
stewardship.... The planting strategy will reinforce the user's experience of being surrounded by
nature.... The hard landscape materials support the park's natural character." Given that the
project's diagrams show more than half of the park will be covered by pavement, lawn (that must
be mowed) and artificial turf (within the dog park), how can the design accomplish these stated
goals? Too much artificial, heat-trapping hardscape with too little actual green/natural space.
Barking dogs on top of a "woodland" feature will ensure that this "natural" space cannot serve as
meaningful habitat. Mowed lawn space is suitable only for humans, not as supportive habitat for
wildlife. Won't the extensive excavation of this site lower the existing water table and make this
water source inaccessible to the mature trees that the county intends to "save"? How will the
county ensure that these trees receive adequate water to survive? This highly artificial design in
this tiny space may give the superficial appearance of being "natural," but it won't provide a
functioning, natural habitat that will be good for people and the environment. What a shame to
have so many people crammed into an already overcrowded and congested area with so little
access to nature or relief from the heat and pollution generated by the urban heat island effect.
Guess they'll just have to crank up the a/c. So much for the community energy "plan."

9/27/2019 10:08 AM

15 This sucks. It looks like you are just paving everything with a few trees. Continued to be
disappointed in the county planning.

9/26/2019 4:23 AM

16 A major theme of this park is laudatory: “A focus on environmental stewardship.” However, the
final overall design concept for the park is severely flawed. If not changed, the design will serve as
an outstanding example of poor environmental stewardship. The park will be a costly failure. About
three quarters of the park’s space will be devoted to non-biophilic uses. Areas containing artificial
structures, surfaces, pavement and mowed grass will surround park users. These areas will
overwhelm the “Pollinator Meadow Zone”, the “Woodland Zone” and other supposedly
environmentally-friendly park features. The park will not create an enjoyable experience for many
users, nor will it be environmentally-friendly. The introduction to the section entitled “Surfacing
Strategy” states: “The hard landscape materials support the park's natural character.” This is not
correct. Regardless of the type of hard landscape materials, any such materials decrease the
park’s natural character. The park needs to contain fewer hard surfaces than are presently
planned to in order to increase the park’s natural character. The main curving trail will be much too
wide. The trail will occupy approximately half of the width of the narrow part of the park that is near
N. Thomas Street. Relatively little of that part of the park will actually serve its purpose as a

9/25/2019 2:01 PM
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“Woodland Zone”. Instead, that part of the park will resemble a transportation corridor that is
bordered by trees, shrubs and ground cover. Further, paved surfaces, such as paved trails,
contribute to stormwater runoff and the pollution of streams and rivers, regardless of whether the
surfaces are “permeable” or “impermeable”. The section of the main trail traveling through the
“Woodland Zone” is only lightly curved. Cyclists and people illegally using electric scooters will
travel along it at high speeds, disrupting the activities of any people that may be trying to view
natural elements within the narrow surrounding “Woodland Zone”. The sounds of dogs barking in
the nearby dog run will also disrupt the tranquility of the more central portion of the “Woodland
Zone”. The main trail needs to be narrowed, especially in the area near N. Thomas Street. The
trail must be no wider than that needed to comply with the requirements of the American
Disabilities Act. The trail can contain small “bumpouts” with seating for people who wish to relax
and contemplate nature. The wider portion of the park (closer to the “Internal Access Street’) will
be even less environmentally-friendly and less viewable than will be the narrower portion of the
park near North Thomas Street. The mowed lawn and the dog run will visually overwhelm the
much narrower pollinator areas that will surround the lawn. They will also visually overwhelm the
new trees and shrubs that will occupy other nearby areas. The lawn will require frequent mowing.
This will contribute to air pollution, energy usage and stormwater runoff. The nearby wide paved
main trail and more narrow internal trail will create more runoff, encourage littering and will be
unsightly. Near all County parks that are not within woodlands contain grassy lawn areas.
Although intended for “casual uses”, few people actually use the lawns for any purpose. Anyone
can see this when they visit such parks, as the lawns are usually vacant. Frequently mowed lawns
support few types of wildlife. Few species of birds, butterflies and other insects find habitat in
mowed lawns. When lawns are near paths, trails and streets, they accumulate trash if not cleaned
frequently. Mowing and removing trash from lawns increase maintenance costs. In heavily
urbanized areas such as Ballston, lawns in parks are a waste of valuable open space. Further, the
nearby Mosaic Park will contain a large lawn that will be within a quarter of a mile from this park.
Very few people will therefore visit this park to use the lawn. Although the size of the lawn was
larger in the two initial design concepts than in the present (final) design concept, the lawn is still
too large. Because of the large lawn that Mosaic Park and other nearby County parks (including
Henry Wright Park and the Lubber Run Community Center park) will contain, a lawn in this park
will serve no useful purpose. It is neither desirable nor useful. The lawn will be in a sunny area.
Many pollinator plants require the sunlight that will shine on the lawn. Despite this, the pollinator
plantings that will surround the meadow will be narrow and will not occupy much space. They will
not significantly help populations of monarch butterflies, honeybees and other pollinator species
that Arlington’s development has displaced. As far as I am aware, nobody that responded to the
initial concept designs expressed support for a lawn or a similar type of “casual use” space. The
retention of the lawn in the final design concept therefore does not appear to have been
responsive to public comments. Instead, it appears to have resulted from a wide-spread but
outdated tradition that park designers continue to maintain. Therefore, replace the lawn with
pollinator plants. People visiting the park will then be able to see many butterflies and other
pollinators. They will see few such insects and birds if the concept plan is not changed to eliminate
the lawn. The dog run will occupy a substantial portion of the central section of the park. The dog’s
barking will disturb other park visitors and perhaps residents of both the new apartments and the
existing ones that border the park. The noise may contribute to the turnover of tenants and a
decrease in property values. This is likely, because the owners of each of the existing nearby
apartment buildings prohibit tenants from owning dogs. The dog run will be environmentally
unfriendly. Dog urine can poison nearby plants. The surface will be largely impermeable. The area
will not host insects or birds. The plans for the Harris Teeter site show a planned dog run in the
area between the new development and the Ballston Crest townhouses along N. Thomas Street.
Although a number of respondents to the survey on the initial design concepts for the Public Space
supported a dog park, there is no need to construct two separate dog runs that are within a very
short distance from each other. The space to be occupied by the dog run can be used for more
environmentally-friendly purposes, such as a rain garden, trees or a pollinator habitat. This would
be preferable to a use of a space for a dog run that would duplicate one that the developer will
construct nearby. The “Urban Zone” will contain a paved entry plaza with tables and chairs. There
is no need for such a plaza, as the adjacent development has much pavement and can
accommodate tables and chairs. The paved entry plaza will greatly detract from the park’s natural
character, as it is not natural. Further, the plaza’s paved surface will increase stormwater runoff.
Replace the plaza with a natural type of entry feature. This could an arbor containing a native
flowering vine such as trumpet creeper or a vine that produces edible fruit, such as a seedless
grape vine. A nearby picnic area within the “Urban Zone” will contain tables and benches, rather
than natural features. There is no need to have two nearby areas with tables and seating. Remove
the picnic area from the design if the paved plaza remains. This will increase the area available for
trees, pollinator plants and other natural features. The “Nature Walk” will feature a “shade
structure”. This structure should be contain a natural element. The shade structure can be an
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arbor covered by a native flowering vine, such as trumpet creeper. Any public art object should
feature a natural element. The feature can be an imaginative topiary or a sculptured trellis
containing one or more types of flowering plants. All plantings should support pollinators. This
includes trees, shrubs and forbs. Oaks, sassafras, black cherry, tulip tree and are among the best
of the trees. Oaks (Quercus sp.) host more species of native insects than do any other trees that
are native to Northern Virginia. Sasasfrass (Sassafras albidum), which is disappearing from
Arlington, is one of the few plants that host the larvae of Spicebush Swallowtail butterflies, whose
populations are decreasing in Arlington. It is important to replace these trees. Black cherry (Prunus
serotina) hosts the larvae of the Tiger Swallowtail butterfly. It also hosts the larvae of the Cecropia
moth (Hyalophora cecropia) and the Promethea Silkmoth (Callosamia promethea), which are large
Saturniids that are disappearing from Arlington. Before the present Harris Teeter store was
constructed about 20 years ago, many black cherry trees grew on its site. Tulip tree (Liriodendron
tulipifera) hosts the larvae of Tiger Swallowtail butterflies and other native butterflies and moths. All
ornamental trees should produce edible nuts or fruits. Many people enjoy harvesting these. Such
fruits and nuts include plum, pear, cherry, and Chinese chestnut. Signage should indicated that
these fruits and nuts are edible. Forbs that attract many pollinators include Bee Balm, Cone
Flower, Black Eyed Susan, Joe Pye Weed, and various milkweed species, among others.
Milkweed, which Monarch butterfly larvae require, are especially important, as Monarch
populations are drastically declining. Common milkweed (Asclepias syriaca) is the only milkweed
species thaat survives well in Arlington. The park should contain many A. syriaca plantings.
Butterfly weed (A. tuberosa) is attractive, but does not host Monarch caterpillars. Further, other
plants often displace it. The park should not contain it. The “Woodland Zone” should contain
shade-tolerant pollinator plants and nothing else other than trees. The plants in that zone and in
the “Pollinator Zone” should be of species that will together produce flowers throughout the entire
growing season. The park should not contain any ornamental grasses or other types of low
vegetation that do not support pollinators. Such types of plants are often aggressive and displace
plants that support pollinators. A large ornamental Kwanzan cherry tree is presently growing on the
park site in front of the house on North Thomas Street, which the developer plans to demolish.
The present concept design shows that the main paved trail will occupy the spot on which the tree
is growing. If a County arborist determines that the tree is in good health, retain the tree and
protect it during demolition of the house. Park maintenance personnel often lack the training to
manage pollinator habitats. They often consider plants that are not presently flowering to be
“weeds” and therefore remove them. They can destroy pollinator areas within a few years. As the
developer will maintain the park, a site plan condition must require the park maintenance
personnel to be trained in the identification and management of the plant species that the park will
contain. To prevent the growth of invasive shrubs and vines, pollinator plantings need to be mowed
once a year outside of the growing season. Mowing should occur during the late winter or early
spring (March and early April), after the plants have distributed their seeds. They should receive
no other maintenance by untrained personnel, as this is the greatest threat to such plantings. In
summary, as presently planned, the Harris Teeter Public Space will fail to achieve its main stated
purpose: “A focus on environmental stewardship”. The “final” concept design should therefore be
changed to: 1. Reduce the widths of all paths to the minimum required by the American Disabilities
Act, adding bump-outs where appropriate. 2. Reduce to a minimum or remove all other paved
areas within the park. 3. Replace the paved entry plaza with a natural feature, such as an arbor
containing flowering plants. If the entry plaza is retained, remove the redundant “picnic area”
because it would also contain tables and seating. 4. Enlarge the pollinator area by removing the
planned lawn. 5. Remove the dog run. It will duplicate a similar dog run that, according to the site
plan, the developer will construct on a nearby part of the Harris Teeter site. 6. Incorporate living
natural elements into the shade structure and any public art. 7. Assure that all ornamental trees
will produce edible fruits and nuts and will be accompanied by signage that states that these are
edible. 8. Assure that all plantings of trees, shrubs, forbs and other vegetation be of species that
support pollinators, especially honeybees and monarch butterflies. 9. Retain and protect the
Kwansan cherry tree that is growing in front of the building on N. Thomas Street that the developer
plans to demolish. 10. Assure that a site plan condition requires the developer to certify that park
maintenance personnel will receive training in the identification of all plants added to the site and
to properly manage pollinator areas.
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Q2 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't know you can look
it up here.

Answered: 16 Skipped: 0

Don't know

Alcova Heights

Arlington East
Falls Church

Arlington
Forest

Arlington
Heights

Arlington Mill

Arlington Ridge

Arlington View

Arlingwood

Ashton Heights

Aurora
Highlands

Ballston-Virgin
ia Square

Barcroft

Bellevue Forest

Bluemont

Boulevard Manor

Buckingham

Chain Bridge
Forest
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Cherry Valley
Nature Area

Cherrydale

Claremont

Clarendon/Court
house

Colonial
Village

Columbia Forest

Columbia
Heights

Crystal City

Dominion Hills

Donaldson Run

Douglas Park

Dover Crystal

Fairlington

Forest Glen

Foxcroft
Heights

Glebewood

Glencarlyn

Green Valley

Gulf Branch

Highland Park
Overlee Knolls

John M.
Langston
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Leeway Overlee

Long Branch
Creek

Lyon Park

Lyon Village

Madison Manor

Maywood

North Highlands

North Rosslyn

Old Dominion

Old Glebe

Penrose

Radnor/Ft.
Meyer Heights

Rivercrest

Riverwood

Rock Springs

Shirlington

Stafford
Albemarle Glebe

Tara Leeway
Heights

Waverly Hills

Waycroft
Woodlawn

Westover
Village
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6.25% 1

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

12.50% 2

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

18.75% 3

0.00% 0

37.50% 6

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

6.25% 1

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

Village

Williamsburg

Woodmont

Yorktown

I don't live
in Arlington

Other
(Arlington...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Don't know

Alcova Heights

Arlington East Falls Church

Arlington Forest

Arlington Heights

Arlington Mill

Arlington Ridge

Arlington View

Arlingwood

Ashton Heights

Aurora Highlands

Ballston-Virginia Square

Barcroft

Bellevue Forest

Bluemont

Boulevard Manor

Buckingham

Chain Bridge Forest

Cherry Valley Nature Area

Cherrydale

Claremont

Clarendon/Courthouse

Colonial Village
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0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

Columbia Forest

Columbia Heights

Crystal City

Dominion Hills

Donaldson Run

Douglas Park

Dover Crystal

Fairlington

Forest Glen

Foxcroft Heights

Glebewood

Glencarlyn

Green Valley

Gulf Branch

Highland Park Overlee Knolls

John M. Langston

Leeway Overlee

Long Branch Creek

Lyon Park

Lyon Village

Madison Manor

Maywood

North Highlands

North Rosslyn

Old Dominion

Old Glebe

Penrose

Radnor/Ft. Meyer Heights

Rivercrest

Riverwood

Rock Springs

Shirlington

Stafford Albemarle Glebe

Tara Leeway Heights

Waverly Hills
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0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

18.75% 3

TOTAL 16

Waycroft Woodlawn

Westover Village

Williamsburg

Woodmont

Yorktown

I don't live in Arlington

Other (Arlington Resident). Please specify.
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